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  ..Let H be a finite group such that F* HrZ H is a simple group of
Lie type of rank l defined in characteristic p. Let K be a field and let V
w xbe a faithful irreducible K H -module. A recent result of Hall, Liebeck,
w x a  . and Seitz 8, Theorem 4a shows that, for all x g H , dim C x F 1 yV
 .y1 .16 l q 8 dim V.
 .If char K s p, then this bound has the correct order of magnitude. If
 .  .char K / p, however, one might expect that dim C x rdim V is boundedV
away from 1, independently of l. We establish such a uniform bound
 .in Corollary 3.6 below; we show that dim C x rdim V F 71r72 for allV
x g H a. Recent work on estimating the minimal base size of a primitive
affine permutation group provides one motivation for proving this uniform
bound, but other applications are expected.
Our result depends on the bounds we establish in Theorem 3.1 for
Brauer character ratios of groups of Lie type in non-defining characteris-
tic. If G is a group of Lie type defined in characteristic p, and x is an
irreducible r-Brauer character of G for a prime r / p, we obtain weak
<  .  . <upper bounds for x x rx 1 when x g G is a nonidentity unipotent
element or when x is a noncentral r 9-element which lies in some proper
 .’parabolic of G. For unipotent elements we obtain 1r2 q O 1r q bounds
<  .  . <for x x rx 1 , while for semisimple elements in proper parabolics we
<  .  . <  .show that x x rx 1 F 1r2 q O 1rq . For both types of elements,
<  .  . <x x rx 1 F 6r7 for all q.
<  .  . <These bounds for x x rx 1 are weaker than those obtained for
w xordinary characters in 4 . There are several reasons for this. First of
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all, we see no way to handle elements x g G which lie in no proper para-
bolic; in the ordinary character case, one could use the simple estimate
<  . < 2 <  . <x x F C x , a consequence of the orthogonality relations for theG
ordinary character table of G. Secondly, when x does embed into a
maximal parabolic P of G, it is not clear how to estimate the number of
linear Brauer constituents of x , which seems necessary if one is to obtainP
<  .  . <a bound for x x rx 1 which tends to 0 as q ª `. The failure of the
strong form of Frobenius reciprocity in positive characteristic makes it
difficult to handle these linear constituents.
The main new idea in this paper is to extend the method of embedding a
conjugate of x in a suitable standard maximal parabolic P by alsoJ
embedding a conjugate of x in the opposite maximal parabolic Py sJ
y  y: p9 .L U ; we define these groups in Section 1. We have U , U s O G .J J J J
If V denotes an absolutely irreducible G-module in characteristic r which
  .affords the Brauer character x , it follows that min dim C U ,V J
 y.4  .dim C U F dim V r2. This accounts for the 1r2 term in the boundsV J
<  .  . <for x x rx 1 mentioned above.
In this paper, we don't focus on low rank groups of Lie type over small
fields, but we remark that the Brauer character tables of many such groups
w xhave been computed; see the modular Atlas 10 . In Theorem 3.1, it is
convenient to exclude the groups whose commutator subgroups belong to
w xthe finite collections A and C defined in 4 . Most of the Brauer character
w xtables of groups in A and C are available in GAP 12 ; the only excep-
 .tions, as of November 1996, are F 2 in characteristics 3 and 5.4
1. PRELIMINARIES
All algebraic groups G will be connected reductive groups over the
 .algebraic closure GF p of the prime field GF p . We denote by s an .
endomorphism of G such that G is finite. Then G is a group of Lie types s
 .over GF q , where q is a power of p. By a component of G s G , wes
mean a group of the form K , where K is the product of a s-orbit ofs
simple components of G9. When q G 4, the components of G are the
quasisimple subnormal subgroups of G. For G and q as above, write
p9 .G s O G . By the rank of a group of Lie type, we mean the rank of its0
 w x.BN-pair as in 8 .
Let r denote a prime different from p. Let V be a G-module over a
field F of characteristic r. Let x s x be the r-Brauer character of V. WeV
note that Brauer characters are not uniquely defined, since they depend
on the choice of a maximal ideal lying over r in an appropriate ring of
algebraic integers. However, this will not affect any of our arguments. If
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w xH F G are arbitrary finite groups, and W is an F H -module with r-Brauer
character x , then the Brauer character of W G is obtained from x byW W
w xthe usual formula for induced class functions; see, e.g., 3, p. 603 .
w xWe now repeat a definition from 4 .
DEFINITION 1.1. Let G be a finite group and p a fixed prime number.
  . :We say that G is admissible if G s y, G where G is a connecteds 0
 .reductive group over GF p with simply connected components, and y is a
noncentral semisimple element of G . If G is an admissible group, we says
 .that G is simple admissible if G or equivalently G has only one0
component. Note in particular that every quasisimple, simply connected
finite group of Lie type is a simple admissible group.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let G be a simple admissible group. Let G be as
above. We say that G and G are special if p s 2 and the root system of G
is B , C , F , or G or if p s 3 and the root system of G is G .n n 4 2 2
  . :Now let G s y, G be a simple admissible group. Write s s qt ,s 0
where q is the qth power map on GF p , extended to a Frobenius .
morphism of G and t is a possibly trivial graph automorphism of G.
Let P be a standard maximal parabolic of G. Let S be the root systemJ
for G and let D be a fundamental system for S. Choose K F D, abusing
 .notation, so that P s P l G, where P is the standard parabolic of GJ K s K
corresponding to K. Thus K 9 s D y K will consist of a single t-orbit of
fundamental roots. Now P s L U where L is generated by the rootK K K K
groups U for b g S , while U is the product of the root groups U , forb K K g
g g Sqy S .K
y qLet U be the product of the root groups U , for g g S y S , andK yg K
y y y y .let P s L U be the parabolic of G opposite P . Let P s P l G.K K K K J K s
Thus Py is the maximal parabolic of G opposite P . Hence Py isJ J J
G-conjugate to the standard maximal parabolic P of G, for a uniqueJ 9
subset J9 of the index set for the fundamental roots of G. For conve-
nience, let e s "1 and write P e s P if e s 1 and P e s Py if e s y1.J J J J
y y y y .Let U s U , so that P s L U .J K s J J J
LEMMA 1.3. With notation as abo¨e, suppose that G is simple admissible
 y:and G is a quasisimple group. Then U , U s G .0 J J 0
 y:. yProof. Let G s N U , U . Then G contains U , U , and L .1 G J J 1 J J J
Hence G contains every fundamental root group U of G, as well as every1 a
negative fundamental root group U . Hence G contains G , andya 1 0
 y:  .so U , U is a normal subgroup of G . Since G rZ G is simple,J J 0 0 0
 y:U , U s G .J J 0
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let G be a simple admissible group at rank at least 2.
Let P and P be distinct standard maximal parabolics of G. Let 1 / u g GJ J1 2
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be unipotent. Then some conjugate of u lies in P _ U or some conjugate ofJ J1 1
u lies in P _ U .J J2 2
Proof. For i s 1, 2, let P s P . Let U denote the unipotent radical ofi J ii
P . Let B be the standard Borel subgroup of G.i
 g < g :Let Q s u u g B . Then Q F B F P for i s 1, 2. Suppose, for i s 1i
or i s 2, that Q F U . Then P permutes the generators of Q by conjuga-i i
 :tion, and so Q is normal in P . Since G s P , P , Q can't be normal ini 1 2
both P and P . Hence Q g U for at least one i, and so some G-con-1 2 i
jugate of u lies in B _ U F P _ U .i i i
Remark. We thank B. Stellmacher for the proof of Proposition 1.4. His
welegant argument supersedes the much longer proofs of 5, Propositions
x1.2 and 1.3 .
LEMMA 1.5. Let G and u be as in Proposition 1.4. Then there exists a
standard maximal parabolic P of G such that P rU has only one componentJ J J
 .i.e., P is an ``end node'' maximal parabolic and such that u is conjugateJ
both to an element of P _ U and to an element of Py _ Uy.J J J J
Proof. First suppose G is not of type A , D , E , B , G , or F . Then ifn n 6 2 2 4
P and P are distinct end node maximal parabolics, then L and LJ J J J1 2 1 2
are not isomorphic groups. Hence each end node maximal parabolic is
conjugate to its opposite, and the result follows by Proposition 1.4.
Next suppose G is of type B , G , F , or D . Then the Weyl group of G2 2 4 4
contains an element which acts as y1 on the Euclidean space spanned by
the roots. Hence there is an element of the monomial subgroup of G
which conjugates each end node maximal parabolic of G into its opposite,
and the result follows as above.
If G is of type D , n G 5 or of type E , then there are three end noden 6
maximal parabolics P , P , and P . We label these so that L and LJ J J J J1 2 3 2 3
are isomorphic to each other, but not to L . If u is conjugate to anJ1
element of P _ U , then we are done as above. If not, Proposition 1.4J J1 1
implies that u is conjugate both to an element of P _ U and to anJ J2 2
element of P _ U . Since Py is conjugate to either P or P , it followsJ J J J J3 3 2 2 3
that u is conjugate both of an element of P _ U and to an element ofJ J2 2
Py _ Uy , as desired.J J2 2
Finally, if G is of type A , then the two end node maximal parabolicsn
P and P are interchanged by the inverse transpose automorphism of G,J J1 2
and U and U consist of the identity and transvections. Hence the resultJ J1 2
follows if u is not a transvection. If u is a transvection, then u fuses into
L , and the result still follows.J1
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DEFINITION 1.6. Let G be a simple admissible group. Let P be aJ
 .standard maximal parabolic of G. Fix a prime r / p. We say G, x, P isJ
an admissible triple if x is a semisimple r 9-element of L , and x central-J
 .izes no component of L . We say G, x, P is a u-admissible triple if x isJ J
unipotent, x g P _ U , some G-conjugate of x lies in Py _ Uy , andJ J J J
P rU has only one component.J J
LEMMA 1.7. Let G be a simple admissible group of rank at least 2. If
x g G is a noncentral semisimple r 9-element which lies in a proper parabolic,
then there exists g g G and a standard maximal parabolic P such thatJ
 g .G, x ,P is an admissible triple. If x is a nonidentity unipotent element of G,J
 g .then there exist g and P such that G, x , P is a u-admissible triple.J J
w xProof. If x is semisimple, this follows from 4, Proposition 1.4 . If x is
unipotent, this is a restatement of Lemma 1.5.
Remark. Our definitions of admissible triple and u-admissible triple
w xare more restrictive than in 4, Definition 1.5 .
w xIn 4 , we defined three classes A, B, and C of low rank groups over
small fields. We repeat their definitions here.
DEFINITION 1.8. Let A be the class of quasisimple, simply connected
 .  .  . 2  . 2  . 2  . 2  .  .groups of type A 2 , A 3 , A 2 , A 2 , A 3 , A 2 , A 2 , B 3 ,2 2 3 3 3 4 5 2
 .  .  . 2  . 2  . 3  .  .B 2 , B 2 , D 2 , D 2 , D 2 , D 2 , and F 2 . Let C be the class of3 4 4 4 5 4 4
 .  .  .  .quasisimple, simply connected groups of type A 3 , A 3 , B 3 , C 3 ,2 3 3 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2  . 3  . 2  .G 3 , A 2 , A 2 , B 2 , B 2 , D 2 , F 2 , A 2 , D 2 , and A 2 .2 2 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 4
Let B be the set of all groups which contain a group C g C as a
subgroup of index 1 or 2, and which induce inner times diagonal automor-
phisms of C. If G is an admissible group such that G g C , then G is0
isoclinic to a group in B.
The next result will be used in the proofs of Propositions 2.4 and 2.8
below.
 .LEMMA 1.9. Let G be a simple admissible group. Suppose that rank G
G 2, G is not of type G or 2F , and G f A j C. Let P and P be2 4 0 J J 9
 y. gstandard maximal parabolics of G. Suppose that P s P , for someJ J 9
g g G. Let x g Py. Then x centralizes no component of PyrUy ( L if andJ J J J
only if x g centralizes no component of P rU ( L .J 9 J 9 J 9
Proof. Recall that the components of L and L , as defined at theJ J 9
 .beginning of Section 1, are not necessarily quasisimple groups; SL 2, 2 ,
 .  .  .SL 2, 3 , SU 3, 2 , and Sp 4, 2 components can arise when q - 4. Let L
be an ``abstract'' group isomorphic to L and L . The components of LJ J 9
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p9 .are contained in L s O L . To prove the lemma, it suffices to show0
 .that if y g L and a g Aut L , then y centralizes no component of L if
and only if y a centralizes no component of L.
This is clear if every component of L is quasisimple. If L has one
solvable component and the other components of L are quasisimple, then,
 .  .since Z L F Z L , y centralizes no component of L if and only if y0
centralizes neither the solvable radical of L nor any quasisimple normal0
 .subgroup of L . This property is clearly preserved by every a g Aut L . If0
 .  .G s B 2 and L has one quasisimple component and one Sp 4, 2 compo-n
nent, then y centralizes no component of L if and only if y centralizes no
quasisimple normal subgroup of L s L.0
Thus we may assume that L has at least two solvable components. If L
 .  .  .  .has two respectively three SL 2, 3 components, then F L rZ L can0 0
 .be written uniquely as the direct product of two respectively three
mutually non-isomorphic L -chief factors, each of cardinality 4. For 1 F0
 .  .i F 2 respectively 1 F i F 3 , let Q denote the inverse images in F Li 0
 .of these chief factors. Then y centralizes no SL 2, 3 component of L if
and only if y centralizes no Q , since no nonidentity automorphism ofi
 .   ..SL 2, 3 centralizes O SL 2, 3 . It follows that y centralizes no compo-2
a  .nent of L if and only if the same is true of y , whenever a g Aut L .
 .Since G f A j C , the only remaining possibility is that G s D 2 , for0 n
 .  .  .n G 5. Then L s L ( SL 2, 2 = SL 2, 2 = SL n y 2, 2 . An element0
 .y g L centralizes no SL 2, 2 component if and only if the centralizer of y
in the solvable radical of L has order 4, 6, or 9. The desired automor-
phism-invariance follows. This completes the proof.
2. ESTIMATING x AND x3 4
We assume in this section that G is a simple admissible group of rank at
w xleast 2. In order to use various results from 4 , we assume also that G is
not of type G or 2F and that G f A j C.2 4 0
 .Let P be a standard maximal parabolic of G. Then P s P l G asJ J K s
 .in Section 1. Suppose now that G is not special Definition 1.2 . We
w xdescribe the structure of P , following Azad, Barry, and Seitz 1 .J
For b g Sqy S , write b s b q b where b is a linear combi-K K K 9 K
nation of fundamental roots in K, and similarly for b . Write b sK 9 K 9
d a q ??? qd a q . . . , where a ranges over K 9. Define the shape of b1 1 i i i
to be b and the level of b to be the sum of the d .K 9 i
q .Let U i s U , where b ranges over all roots in S y S with levelb K
 .  .  .  .b G i. Let U i s U i . Then U i is the product of root groups of G.s
w x  .  .By 1, Lemmas 4 and 6 , U 1 ) U 2 ) . . . is the descending central
 .series of U s U .J K s
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 .  .  . w x  .Let M i s U i rU i q 1 . By 1, Theorems 2a and 3 , M i has a direct
decomposition as a product of P -chief factors W , whose definitions needJ S
 .not concern us here. We note that even when G is special, the M i are
 .w x  . p9 .GF q L -modules, where L s L s O L . When G is special, the0 0 J 0 J
 .  .w xM i need not be completely reducible GF q L -modules.0
 .We now describe the ordinary or equivalently r-Brauer irreducible
characters of U which are L -invariant.J 0
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G and P be as abo¨e. Let u be a nonprincipalJ
L -in¨ariant irreducible character of U . Then U rKer u is extraspecial group0 J J
E . If G is nonspecial and not of type 3D , then Sqy S has a unique rootu 4 K
<  . <  .  .on le¨el 2, M 2 s q, U 3 s 1, and the symplectic module E rZ E isu u
 .w x  . 3GF q L -isomorphic to M 1 . E¨en if G is of type D or G is special,0 4
 .  .w x  .E rZ E is isomorphic to a GF q L -quotient module of M 1 .u u 0
wProof. All but the last sentence is contained in the statements of 4,
xPropositions 2.1 and 2.5 . The assertion of the last sentence is implicit in
the proofs of those two propositions. Indeed, when G is of type 3D or G is4
 .  .  .w xspecial, we have E rZ E ( M 1 rZ for a GF q L -submodule Z ofu u 0
 . w x  .M 1 . This submodule Z is defined in 4, pp. 239, 243 . For G s B 2 , seen
w x4, p. 241 .
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G and P be as above. Let x be an irreducibleJ
r-Brauer character of G. Let e s "1. Write x e s x e q x e q x e q x e,P 1 2 3 4J
e  . ewhere the constituents of x are linear Brauer characters of P , the1 J
constituents of x e are nonlinear but have Ue in their kernels, the2 J
constituents of x e lie over nonprincipal L -invariant irreducible charac-3 0
ters of Ue, and the constituents of x e lie over irreducible characters of UeJ 4 J
which are not L -invariant.0
Now let x g P e _ Ue be an r 9-element. Let x and x e be as inJ J i
< e  . e  . <Definition 2.2. We proceed to estimate x x rx 1 .3 3
Suppose that e s y1, so that P e s Py. Choose g g G such thatJ J
 y. g X X X XP s P , as in Section 1. Let x s x q x q x q x , where theJ J 9 P 1 2 3 4J 9
constituents of x X are linear Brauer characters of P , the constituents of1 J 9
x X are nonlinear but have U in their kernels, the constituents of x X lie2 J 9 3
 .over nonprincipal L -invariant irreducible characters of U , and theJ 9 0 J 9
constituents of x X lie over irreducible characters of U which are not4 J 9
 .  e . g X e  . e  .L -invariant. Then x s x for 1 F i F 4, and so x x rx 1 sJ 9 0 i i i i
 e . g g .  e . g . X g . X .x x r x 1 s x x rx 1 . Thus whatever estimate holds fori i i i
< X  g . X  . < < e  . e  . <x x rx 1 holds also for x x rx 1 . Hence we may assume that3 3 3 3
e s 1.
< e  . e  . <Our bound for x x rx 1 is given in Proposition 2.4 below. First we3 3
w xrepeat a lemma from 4 .
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 :LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group of the form x, E where E is a
 .  .normal extraspecial subgroup of G. Let x g Irr G with Z E g Ker x .
 . <  . < 2 <  . <Then x x s 0 or x x s C x .Er ZE .
w xProof. This standard result is 4, Lemma 1.9 .
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G, P , and x be as in Definition 2.2. Let e s "1J
and let x g P e _ Ue be an r 9-element. Suppose that x centralizes no compo-J J
nent of P erUe ( L . If x is unipotent, suppose further that L has onlyJ J J J
e e e<  . <  . <  . <’one component. Then x x F x 1 r q if x is unipotent and x x F3 3 3
e  .x 1 rq if x is semisimple.3
Proof. By the discussion following Definition 2.2 and by Lemma 1.9, we
p9 .may assume that e s 1. Let P s O P s L U . Assume x / 0 and let0 J 0 J 3
 :b be an irreducible Brauer constituent of the restriction to x P of x .0 3
<  .  . <  .We will bound b x rb 1 . Let u g Irr U be an irreducible constituentJ
 :of b . Let I be the inertia group in x P of u . Then P F I byU 0 0J
definition of x . If x f I, then b is induced from an irreducible Brauer3
 .character of I and so b x s 0. Hence we assume that u is invariant in
 :  :x P . Thus Ker u is normal in x P . By Proposition 2.1, U rKer u is an0 0 J
 :extraspecial group E . View b as a Brauer character of x P rKer u , andu 0
let g be an arbitrary irreducible constituent of the restriction of b to
 :  : <  .  . <x E . Since x E is an r 9-group, Lemma 2.3 yields g x rg 1 Fu u
1r2 <  . < < <.  .C x r E , where E denotes E rZ E . The triangle inequality yieldsE u u
<  .  . < <  .  . <the same upper bound for b x rb 1 and then for x x rx 1 .3 3
 .We claim that C x - E. Indeed, if this is false, then x lies in theE
 :  :centralizer in x P of E, a normal subgroup of x P . By hypothesis, x0 0
centralizes no component of P rU . If q G 4, then these components are0 J
w : xquasisimple normal subgroups of P rU , and so x , P rU s P rU .0 J 0 J 0 J
Thus P would centralize E, which implies that U has a nontrivial0 J
L -invariant linear character, contradicting Proposition 2.1. If q - 4 and G0
is nonspecial, then each component of P rU is either quasisimple or0 J
 .  .  . <  . <isomorphic to SL 2, 2 , SL 2, 3 , or SU 3, 2 . Since M 2 s q by Proposi-
 . w xtion 2.1, SU 3, 2 components don't arise; see, e.g., 6, p. 298 . Now let S be
 .  .an SL 2, 2 or SL 2, 3 component of P rU ( L . Since no identity0 J 0
 . w : xautomorphism of S centralizes SrZ S , we have x , S G S9. Hence
 . w : x  .w xP rU r x , P rU is a p-group. By Proposition 2.1, E is GF q L -0 J 0 J 0
 .  .isomorphic to a quotient module of M 1 . Since M 1 is a completely
 .w xreducible GF q L -module, and P acts as a p-group on E, it follows0 0
that P centralizes E, which is a contradiction as above.0
Thus we may assume that G is special. Since G f A j C and we are0
 .excluding groups of type G , we have G s B 2 for some n G 5. Since2 n
w x  .  .x / 0, 4, Lemma 2.2 implies that L ( A 2 = B 2 ; in particular,3 0 1 ny2
 .  .Sp 4, 2 components don't arise. Let S denote the SL 2, 2 component of
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w : xL . Then x , S G S9 as above, and so S9 centralizes E. But the proof of0
w x  .4, Lemma 2.2 shows that S9 has no fixed points on M 1 , and so we have
a contradiction when G is special. This completes the proof of the claim.
1r2<  .  . <  <  . < < <.  :’Now x x rx 1 F C x r E F 1r q , since E is an x -in-3 3 E
 .  .w x  .variant GF q -quotient space of the GF q L -module M 1 ; see the lastJ
sentence of Proposition 2.1. If x is semisimple, then the nondegenerate
 .  .sympletic space E over GF q is the orthogonal direct sum of C x andE
2w  :x <w  :x < <  .  . <E, x . It follows that E, x G q , and so x x rx 1 F 1rq.3 3
DEFINITION 2.5. Let G be a finite group and V a G-set. For x g G, we
 . < <y1define the fixed point ratio f x, V to be V times the number of fixed
points of x in V. If V is the set of cosets of a subgroup H F G, we write
 .  .f x, V s f x, GrH .
The following results of Liebeck and Saxl give good general bounds for
fixed point ratios.
THEOREM 2.6. Let L be a finite simple group of Lie type. Suppose G
 .satisfies L F G F Aut L and G acts faithfully and primiti¨ ely on a set V.
 . wThen f x, V F 4r3q for 1 / x g G, apart from the exceptions in 11, Table
x  .  .1 . In those exceptions, L is either PSp 4, 3 , A , or PSL 2, s for some s.8
w xProof. This is a restatement of 11, Theorem 1 .
THEOREM 2.7. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a finite set V.
 .Let 1 / x g G. Then either f x, V F 2r3 or G is a subgroup of S wr Sm r
 . rcontaining A for some m G 5, where the action of S is on k-ele-m m
 4ment subsets of 1, . . . , m and the wreath product has the product action of
m r .degree .k
w xProof. This is a restatement of 11, Theorem 2 .
Now let G, P e, x , and x be as in Proposition 2.4. We next estimateJ
< e  . e  . <x x rx 1 . As we will explain below, the bounds we obtained for4 4
w xordinary characters in 4, Propositions 3.2 and 5.1 still hold with the same
proofs.
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G, P e, x , and x be as abo¨e. Suppose thatJ
x g P e _ Ue. If x is unipotent, suppose that G s G and P erUe has only oneJ J 0 J J
component. If x is semisimple, suppose that x centralizes no component of
P erUe. Suppose that x e / 0. ThenJ J 4
 . < e  . e  . <a If x is unipotent, then x x rx 1 F 4r3q if q G 4 and4 4
< e  . e  . <x x rx 1 F 2r3 if q - 4.4 4
 . < e  . e  . <b If x is a semisimple r 9-element, then x x rx 1 F 3rq if q ) 44 4
< e  . e  . <and x x rx 1 F 2r3 if q F 4.4 4
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Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we may assume that e s 1.
 .  .First we prove a . Let c be an irreducible Brauer constituent of x and4
let f be an irreducible constituent of the restriction of c to PX s P sJ 0
L U . The definition of x and Clifford's Theorem imply that f is induced0 J 4
from an inertia group MU , where M - L . We may assume x g MU .J 0 J
Write x s yu, with y g M and u g U . Then y is unipotent. The formulaJ
 .for induced characters which holds also for induced Brauer characters
<  .  . < L0 . L0 .shows that f x rf 1 F 1 y r1 1 , which equals the fixed point ratioM M
 .f y, L rM .0
w xThe rest of the proof is the same as that of 4, Proposition 3.2 , which we
 .now summarize. We must bound f y, L rM . To do this, we may replace0
 .y, M, and L by their images y, M, and L modulo Z L . We then0 0 0
Ã Ãchoose a maximal subgroup M of L with M F M; it then suffices to0
Ã .bound f y, L rM . Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are applicable, but we must be0
 .careful when L s SL 2, q , since there are then several exceptions to the0
 .4r3q bound in Theorem 2.6. If L s SL 2, q , we use the fact that M is0
the inertia group in L of some irreducible character of U to embed M in0 J
< <a Borel subgroup of L or to show that q divides M . This leads to explicit0
 .bounds for f y, L rM . As we explained above, these bounds also hold for0
<  .  . <f x rf 1 . By the triangle inequality, the same bounds then hold for
<  .  . < <  .  . <  .c x rc 1 and x x rx 1 . This proves a .4 4
 .Now we turn to the proof of b . We may assume that x g L . Let c beJ
an irreducible constituent of x and let f be an irreducible constituent of4
 :the restriction of c to x P . As in the unipotent case f is induced from0
 :an inertia group MU , where M - x L , and we may assume thatJ 0
<  .  . <   : .x g M. It follows that f x rf 1 F f x, x L rM . It is shown that in0
w xthe proof of 4, Proposition 5.1 that this fixed point ratio is at most 2r3 if
q F 4 and at most 3rq if q ) 4. The triangle inequality then implies that
<  .  . < <  .  . <the same bounds hold for c x rc 1 and x x rx 1 .4 4
  : .We remark that it is considerably more difficult to bound f x, x L rM0
 .when x is semisimple than it is to bound f y, L rM when x s yu is0
unipotent. The greater difficulty is caused by the fact that L may have0
two or three components when x is semisimple. When we try to bound
  : .  :f x, x L rM by embedding M in a maximal subgroup of x L , we0 0
must make sure that x does not lie in the core of this maximal subgroup.
 .A particularly unpleasant case occurs when G is of type D 3 and L is4 0
 .the product of three SL 2, 3 components.
3. MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a simple admissible group of rank at least 2.
Suppose G is not of type G or 2F . Suppose G does not belong to classes A2 4 0
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 .or C Definition 1.8 . Let x be an irreducible r-Brauer character of G with
 .G g Ker x . Let x g G _ Z G be a unipotent element or a semisimple0
r 9-element. Then
 . <  .  . < ’a If x is unipotent, then x x rx 1 F 6r7, 5r6, or 1r2 q 1r2 q
when q is respecti¨ ely 2, 3, or at least 4.
 .b If x is semisimple and contained in a proper parabolic of G, then
<  .  . <x x rx 1 F 5r6 or 1r2 q 3r2 q when q is respecti¨ ely at most 4 or
greater than 4.
Proof. Let V be an absolutely irreducible module in characteristic r
which affords x . By Lemma 1.7, we may choose a standard maximal
 .parabolic P and replace x by a G-conjugate so that G, x, P is anJ J
 y:admissible or u-admissible triple. Since G s U , U by Lemma 1.3 and0 J J
 .  y.  .  .since dim V ) 1, we have C U l C U F C G s 0 . HenceV J V J V 0
 e .  .  4 e  .dim C U F dim V r2 for some e g 1, y1 . Define x 1 F i F 4 asV J i
e  . e  .  .in Definition 2.2. Then x 1 q x 1 F x 1 r2.1 2
 .Suppose x is unipotent. It suffices to prove the assertions of a for the
< e  . <constituents of x , so we assume G s G . By Proposition 2.4, x x FG 0 30
e e . <  . <  .’x 1 r q . By Proposition 2.8, x x F 2 x 1 r3 if q - 4 and3 4 4
< e  . < e  . e  . e  .x x F 4x 1 r3q if q G 4. When q s 2, we maximize x 1 q x 1 q4 4 1 2
e e e e e’ .  .  .  .  .  .x 1 r 2 q 2 x 1 r3 subject to x 1 q x 1 F x 1 r2 and x 1 q3 4 1 2 1
e e e ’ .  .  .  .  .  .x 1 q x 1 q x 1 s x 1 . The maximum is 1r2 q 1r2 2 x 1 -2 3 4
 .  .6x 1 r7, as desired. The same argument works for q ) 2, proving a .
Next suppose x is semisimple. When q s 2, Propositions 2.4 and 2.8
<  . <   . ..  .  .yield x x F 1r2 q 1r2 2r3 x 1 s 5x 1 r6, as in the preceding
 .paragraph. The same argument works when q ) 2, proving b .
Remark. The results and proof of Theorem 3.1 are also valid in
characteristic zero. When q F 9 and x is noncentral semisimple element
which lies in a proper parabolic, the bound given by Theorem 3.1 is better
w xthan that given in 4, Theorem 5.3 . When x is unipotent and q s 5, the
w xbound given by Theorem 3.1 is better than that given in 4, Theorem 3.3 .
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G be a finite group, let x g G, and let W be a
w xfinite-dimensional F G -module, for a field F. Define the fixed point
 .  .  .space ratio f x, W to be dim C x rdim W. For l g F, let W x denoteW l
 .  .the l-eigenspace of x on W. Define f x, W, l to be dim W x rdim W.l
 .  .Of course f x, W, 1 s f x, W .
LEMMA 3.3. Let G, x, W, F, and l be as in Definition 3.2. Assume that
w x  .  .W is a faithful irreducible F G -module. If char F ) 0, assume that char F
does not di¨ ide the order of x. Let F be the algebraic closure of F. Let W
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w x w xbe the F G -module F m W. Let V be an irreducible F G -constituent of W,
 .  .and let x be the Brauer character of V. Then f x, W, l s f x, W, l s
 .  <  .  . < .f x, V, l F x x rx 1 q 1 r2.
Ã  .Proof. Let G F GL W be the group generated by G and the scalar
 .transformations z m g F* define by wz s mw for w g W. Then W, W,m m
Ã Ãand V are all G-modules. Let x be the Brauer character of G afforded byÃ
y1 y1 .  .  .  .V. We have f x, W, l s f xz , W , f x, W, l s f xz , W , andl l
 .  y1 . <  y1 . < <  . < <  . <f x, V,l s f xz , V . Since x xz s x x s x x , we may assumeÃ Ãl l
that l s 1 in the statement of the lemma.
 .  .  .  .Now f x, W s f x, W , since C x s F m C x . Since W is a directW W
w xsum of F G -modules which afford algebraically conjugate representations
 w x.  .  .of G see e.g., 9, 9.21 abcf, 9.22 , it follows that f x, W s f x, V . To
 .prove the inequality, note that dim C x is the number c of eigenvaluesV
<  . <   . .of x on V which equal 1. Thus x x G c y x 1 y c , since roots of
unity in C have absolute value 1. The result follows.
LEMMA 3.4. With notation as in Definition 3.2, let x, y g G and let
w x  .u s x, y . We do not assume that W is faithful or irreducible. Then
 .   ..f x, W, l F 1 q f u, W r2.
y1 y  .  y.  .Proof. We have u s x x , so W x l W x F C u . Let d sl l W
 .  y.  .codim W x s codim W x . Then codim C u F 2 d and the resultl l W
follows.
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a quasisimple, simply connected finite group of
 .Lie type in defining characteristic p. Suppose rank G G 3 and G f A j C.
Let F be a field of characteristic r with 0 F r / p. Let V be a nontri¨ ial
w x  .irreducible F G -module. Then for all x g G _ Z G and all l g F* we ha¨e
 .  .  .f x, V, l F 27r28. If char F s 0, then f x, V, l F 15r16 for all such x
and l.
Proof. We may assume that x is semisimple or unipotent. If x is
 .unipotent, then f x, V, l F 13r14 by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3. Simi-
 .larly, f x, V, l F 11r12 if x is semisimple, r-regular, and contained in a
proper parabolic of G.
Suppose x is semisimple and lies in no proper parabolic of G. Let
 .  .  .G s G as in Definition 1.1 and let l s rank G . Then l s rank G ifs 0
 .G is untwisted and l ) rank G if G is twisted. Since G is simply
 . <  . <  . lconnected, C x is a maximal torus of G and so C x F q q 1 ; see,G G
w x w xe.g., 6, Lemma 1.9 and the order formula for tori 2, p. 98 . Let U be the
< < l lq1.r2standard maximal unipotent subgroup of G. Then U G q . Since
 . < < <  . <l G rank G G 3, it follows that U ) C x . Hence there exist twoG
G-conjugates x and x of which x lie in the same coset of U in G. Then1 2
y1  y1 .1 / x x g U and so f x x , V F 13r14 as shown above. Now Lemma1 2 1 2
 .3.4 implies that f x, V, l F 27r28.
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Next suppose that x is semisimple, r-singular, and lies in a proper
w xparabolic of G. By 4, Proposition 1.4 , we may assume that x g P and xJ
centralizes no component of P rU for some standard maximal parabolicJ J
w : x w xP . Then x , U / 1 and so 1 / x, y g U for some y g U . AgainJ J J J
 .Lemma 3.4 implies that f x, V, l F 27r28.
 .Finally let r s 0 and let x be the Brauer i.e., ordinary character of V.
<  .  . < w xIf 1 / u g G is unipotent, then x u rx 1 F 3r4 by 4, Theorem 3.3
 .  .and Theorem 3.1. Thus f u, V, l F 7r8 by Lemma 3.3. If x g G _ Z G
w xis semisimple, then we showed above that for some y g G, x, y is
 .a nonidentity unipotent element u. By Lemma 3.4, f x, V, l F
  ..1 q f u, V r2 F 15r16.
  ..COROLLARY 3.6. Let H be a finite group such that F* HrZ H is a
simple group of Lie type in characteristic p. Suppose F is a field of characteris-
w x   ..tic r with 0 F r / p. Let V be an irreducible F H -module on which F* H 9
 .  .acts nontri¨ ially. Then f x, V, l F 71r72 for all x g H _ Z H and all
l g F*.
 .  .   . .y1Proof. If rank G F 4, then f x, V, l F 1 y 16 rank G q 8 F
w x  w x71r72 by 8, Theorem 4a . The requirement in 8, Theorem 4a that F be
walgebraically closed is unnecessary; see the remark following 8, Theorem
x .  .4 . Thus we assume that rank G ) 4.
Ã  ..  .   ..Let G s F* H 9, so that F* H s G Z H . Let G be the simply
 .  . w xconnected covering group of GrZ G . Since rank G ) 4, 7 implies that
Ã  .G is the universal covering group of GrZ G , and so G is a homomorphic
Ã Ãimage of G. We view V as a completely reducible G-module; for each
Ã Ãw x  .  .irreducible F G -constituent W of V, we have C W F Z G . NowÃG
Ã Ã .  .Theorem 3.5 implies that f x, V, l F 27r28 for all x g G _ Z G and
 .  .all l g F*. Equivalently, f x, V, l F 27r28 for all x g G _ Z G and all
 .  .l g F*. Clearly the same inequality holds when x g F* H _ Z H .
 .  . w xIf x g H _ F* H , then x doesn't centralize GrZ G , and so x, y g
 .  .G _ Z G for some y g G. By Lemma 3.4, f x, V, l F 55r56 for all
l g F*.
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